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ALBERTO RIGONI feat. Marco Minnemann - 

EvoRevolution 

"EvoRevolution" - the seventh full-length Instrumental 

Prog/Rock/Ambient concept album by Italian bassist and composer 

ALBERTO RIGONI. 

      After the release of six albums between 2008 and 2017, Italian bassist and 

composer Alberto Rigoni (soloist, co-producer of Vivaldi Metal Project, founder 

of Bassists Alliance Project, ex-Twinspirits) is now going to release 

"EvoRevolution", an Instrumental Prog/Rock/Ambient concept album which 

features worldwide known drummer Marco Minnemann (The Artistocrats, Paul 

Gilbert). "EvoRevolution" consists in a 33 mins "concept" suite divided in 6 

chapters and in second track called Back to Life. 

      Minnemann: "Alberto approached me with the idea of adding drums to a 

fairly long piece composed mainly on the bass guitar. It goes in chapters and 

takes you on a trip through a variation of sensitive and dynamic soundscapes, 

leads through heavy rock song like parts, odd meter prog or jazz orientated 

sections and many more surprises. I was immediately up for this adventure and 

also enjoyed the musical freedom I was given for this production. Truly an 

enjoyable and great time being part of this release". 

      Alberto: "The composition and production of this album have been the most 

challenging I’ve ever done. I tried to bring my bass to another level and, 

together with Marco’s drumming, I think (and hope) we created an unique 

sound". 

 

TRACK LISTING 

1. EvoRevolution 

   Evolution 0:00-5:06 

   Revolution 5:06-9:35 

   Illusion 9:35-13.53 

   Desolation 13:53-18:36 

   Destruction 18:36-22:18 

   Involution 22:18-32.40 

2. Back to Life 

Artist         ALBERTO RIGONI 
                feat. Marco Minnemann 

Title                 EvoRevolution 

Selection #     AR07 / TMD04/CDD 

UPC             0660989198725 

Prebook        2018-05-04 

Street Date   2018-06-08 

Retail         $ 21,99 

Genre         Metal 

Run Time      33:00 

Label        Total Metal Distribution 

Format       Digipack CD  

SELLING POINTS 

Instrumental Prog/Rock/Ambient concept album which features 

worldwide known drummer Marco Minnemann (The Artistocrats, Paul 

Gilbert). 

 

 


